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Introduction
EcoChem is a Green-Kleen Company catering to a variety of various Clients likes
Corporates, MNC’s,IT, Hospital, Shopping Malls, Education Institutes, Pharma
Industry, Hotel, Retails, Gymnasium and Hospitality Industry. We are committed to
provide Ecofriendly Products Solutions that give a outstanding results and are
environmentally responsible.
Green-Kleen products are completely different from the normal cleaning products.
Many Normal cleaners are very harmful to human health as well as to the environment.
The motto of Green–Kleen is to keep the user as well as the environment SAFE &
HEALTHY with the help of Natural, Green, Herbal and Organic Chemicals.
Our R & D Section plays an important supportive role in new product development,
quality monitoring and quality assurance. We have also created a comprehensive
documentation by the way of Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) of our products,
which includes all the necessary information such as products description,
ingredients, usages and safety instructions.

Goals & Objectives
Quality: To deliver consistent quality each time every time to the customer.

Achieve zero tolerance.

Growth: To Grow Vertical (In terms of New and Innovating Products) and

Horizontal (In terms of market presence and reach).

Customer Satisfaction: Have an ever smiling customer with great service and

continues education on products and its application.

PRODUCT LIST
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S.
NO

PRODUCT

TYPE

SURFACE

1

Green-Flow

Floor Cleaner

All Type of floors

2

Green-Marble

Floor Cleaner

Marble Floors, Acid and Base
Sensitive Marbles

3

Greener

Multi-Purpose &
Kitchen Cleaner

All types of
surfaces

4

Green-Shine

Sanitary Cleaner

WC, Wash basin and urinals

5

Green-All

Glass Cleaner

Lass,Shiny Surfaces

6

Green-fresh

Hand Wash Liquid

Hand Washing

7

Green-Kleen

Floor Cleaner

All Industrial floors

8

Shinner

Hard Water Stain
Remover

Glass

9

Met-Shinner

Hard Water Stain
Remover

Metal such as Tap, Floor Trap

10

Green-Air

Air Freshener

11

Grenitizer

Hand Sanitizer

Room Freshener
Hand Wash

Normal Ranges Available on request :Floor Cleaner, Handwash & Dish wash
Clean Well, Live Well
Green, fully bio- drgradable ingredients, herbal and cosmetic grade ingredients make the
Green-Kleen safe and healthy for the human being as well as environment.
Water- based, extremely gentle and efficient in Cleaning action makes the product unique.
FDA Approved ingredients making the usage and disposal completely harmless
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Green-Flo (Floor Cleaner)
Green- Flow is a signature product of GreenKleen. It is designed for all type of ﬂoors. It kills
99.9% of microbes efﬁciently. It leaves magical
addiction on user due to its unique fragrance
and efﬁcient cleaning performance.

Dilution ratio - 10 ml in 1L water

Green-Marble (Floor Cleaner)
Green-Marble is specially designed for the
maintenance of all types of marble. Its neutral
pH makes it suitable for acid and base sensitive
marble as well. It leaves magical addiction on
user due to its unique fragrance and efﬁcient
cleaning performance. Highly Recommended
for Corporate, IT, Hotels, Hospital, Pharma,
Institutes Shopping Malls, Gymnasium and
Schools. Green-Marble is also a daily high end
Floor Maintainer for All Marble, Granite and
High end Flooring.

Dilution ratio - 10 ml in 1L water
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Greener (Multi- Purpose Cleaner)
The oil and grease stains and the appliances
need the harmless, safe and efﬁcient cleaner.
The cleaner should be compatible with the
green requirement. Greener is specially
designed to fulﬁl all the necessity of all the areas
especially kitchen area. Its green formulation
gives the freedom to the user to use in the
kitchen area and the appliances, and cleaning
efﬁciency provides an excellent way to clean oily
cook top, oily and greasy chimney, greasy
exhaust, dusty and oily net of Kitchen’s windows
and the whole area. Highly Recommended for
Corporate, IT, Hotels, Hospital, Pharma, Institutes
Shopping Malls, Gymnasium and Schools.

Dilution ratio - 10 ml in 1L water
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Green-Shine (Toilet Cleaner)
Green-Shine is a mildly acidic sanitary cleaner.
Harmless for ceramic surface as well as user.
No acidic fumes, elegant fragrance makes it
super comfortable for user. It is designed for
WC, wash-basin and urinal and kills germs
99.9% of microbes efﬁciently.
Green Shine unique quality helps to remove
tough stains & lime deposits from toilet bowl. It is
made with ideal viscosity, to give a perfect
contact on vertical/sloped surfaces for optimum
cleaning efﬁciency. Recommended for All
Commercial, Corporate, IT, Hotel, Hospital,
Pharma, Institute, Schools, Industries & Dairy
Food Processing Plants.

Dilution ratio - Ready to Use
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Green-All (Glass Cleaner)
Green-All is specially designed for glass,
stainless steel surface. Does not leave anything
behind. Unique fragrance, efﬁcient cleaning
performance, and disinfectant caliber are the
prominent feature of Green-All. It gives a
Sparking shine once after used on Glasses
which will not only remove dirt and dust but also
make the surface shine. Highly Recommended
for Corporate, IT, Hotels, Hospital, Pharma,
Institutes Shopping Malls, Gymnasium and
Schools. Green-All is also a daily high end Glass
Maintainer.

Dilution ratio - 10 ml in 1L water
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Green-Kleen (Industrial Degreaser)
Green-Kleen is a high-performance cleaning
solution for toughest stain such as grease, oil,
paint and chemical stain. Its 100 % green
formulation gives option to the user to eliminate
this tough stain safely.Green-Kleen gives an
Excellent Cleaning Result. Highly recommended
for all Factories, Industries & Dairy Food
Processing Plants ﬂooring which removes oil,
minerals and grease from the surface.

Dilution ratio - 20 - 50 ml in 1 L water
(as per stain requirement)
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Green-Fresh (Herbal Hand Wash)
The completely green ingredients of GreenFresh makes perfect for hand wash without
affecting to the user. The fragrance and
formulation build it unique way along with long
lasting gentle perfumed Herbal Handwash with
moisturizing effect. Highly recommended for
Corporate, IT, Hotels, Hospital, Pharma,
Institutes Shopping Malls, Gymnasium and
Schools.

Dilution ratio - Ready to Use
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Grenitizer (Hand Sanitizer)
Grenitizer, the alcohol based sanitizer, is 99.9%
effective for all types of microbe in 8-10
seconds. The unique fragrance and the
formulation make it completely effective and
better from other brands. Highly Recommended
for Corporate, IT, Hotels, Hospital, Pharma,
Institutes Shopping Malls, Gymnasium and
Schools.

Dilution ratio - Ready to Use
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Shinner
Shinner is designed in such a way that it can be
remove any type of hard water stain (lime stain) from
glass without affecting its transparency. It rejuvenate
the old glass like a new glass

Dilution ratio - Ready to Use

Green Kleen Eraser
Paan and Gutka Stain Remover, Ink Stain remover.

Green Kleen Highly used to removes stains of Paan and
Gutka.Best for Public Areas, Toilets,Etc.
Direct use of this liquid is Harmful, Wear the rubber hand
gloves & spray eraser of liquid on the stain & wait for 5 to
10.min and clean it with water. Green Kleen Eraser is also
used for cleaning Ink stains & Paint stains. Ideally used for all
Common Areas. Recommended for all Segments Facilities
for stain remover.

Distributed & Marketed by
A /501, Sai Heritage C.H.S,
Sant Tukaram Road, Mulund (E),
Mumbai 400081
Enquiry:+91 9372299781
email: ecochemho@gmail.com
www.ecochem.ind.in

